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A step-by-step visual guide to using all aspects of the iPhoto application

iPhoto does a lot more than just allow you to crop your photos and fix red-eye! Packed with full-color illustrations and designed for those who learn best when they see how things are done, Teach Yourself VISUALLY iPhoto helps you take advantage of all the things iPhoto can do.      

Easy, step-by-step instructions in the highly successful Visual format show you how to enhance your photos, create photo books and greeting cards, organize your photo library, and even create Web galleries. You'll learn to retrieve photos from your iPhone, camera, or card reader; retouch scans of old photos; add special effects; print your pictures; and more with iPhoto.      

	Written by an expert videographer and digital video specialist whose experience includes national commercials, news and TV shows, and sports videography
	Designed for visual learners, with full-color illustrations showing how to accomplish each task
	Shows you how to navigate the iPhoto interface, set preferences, and import photos from cell phones, digital cameras, card readers, or scanners
	Demonstrates how to retouch photos, fix amateur mistakes, enhance photos with effects, and create slideshows, photo books, calendars, and greeting cards
	Covers creating online galleries, e-mailing photos, burning DVDs, and making prints


If you prefer instructions that show you how rather than tell you why, Teach Yourself VISUALLY iPhoto is the easiest way to make the most of iPhoto.
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MySQL 5.0 Certification Study GuideMySQL Press, 2005
MySQL Certification Study Guide  is the official guide to studying for and passing the two MySQL certification  tests for MySQL 5. Written by Paul DuBois, the  leading author of books on MySQL topics, and reviewed by MySQL AB, this book is  the fastest, most...
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CompTIA A+ Exam Prep (Exams A+ Essentials, 220-602, 220-603, 220-604)Que, 2008
This book covers every skill measured by the latest A+ Exams including:
	Understanding all essential PC terminology, concepts, internal components, and peripherals
	Installing, upgrading, configuring, and optimizing PC components 
	Troubleshooting hardware and performing essential preventive maintenance 
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Ensemble Machine Learning: Methods and ApplicationsSpringer, 2012

	It is common wisdom that gathering a variety of views and inputs improves the process of decision making, and, indeed, underpins a democratic society. Dubbed “ensemble learning” by researchers in computational intelligence and machine learning, it is known to improve a decision system’s robustness and accuracy. Now, fresh...
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Disciplined Growth Strategies: Insights from the Growth Trajectories of Successful and Unsuccessful CompaniesApress, 2017

	
		
			
				Accelerate your company's growth in a disciplined fashion. This book provides leaders of large and small companies a proven comprehensive framework to think systematically about growth options and to yield practical strategies that produce faster growth.

			
				Drawing insights from case studies of...
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Safety-Critical Systems: Problems, Process and Practice: Proceedings of the Seventeenth Safety-Critical Systems Symposium Brighton, UK, 3 - 5 February 2009Springer, 2009


	The Safety-critical Systems Symposium (SSS), held each February for seventeen

	consecutive years, offers a full-day tutorial followed by two days of presentations

	of papers. This book of Proceedings contains all the papers presented at SSS’09.





	The first paper accompanies the tutorial, which addresses one of the...
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Dreamweaver CS5: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Web designers, web producers, and webmasters rely on one program above all others to design, build, and manage professional websites: Adobe Dreamweaver. It provides the tools you need to create everything from simple HTML pages to database-driven PHP pages. But what makes Dreamweaver so versatile is also what makes it difficult to...
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